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AV24SS

Shower Sandal Footscrubber - Blue

7090016880010

No bending or stretching with the Shower Sandal footscrubber. Simply affix it to the tub or
shower floor, wet it, apply some liquid soap, and rub your foot back and forth for a thorough,
refreshing foot wash. Your feet will feel clean and refreshed!
Cleans the top and bottom of foot at the same time with a single sliding motion. Also
cleans between your toes.
Two types of sturdy, durable bristles with different stiffness levels for thorough cleaning
of your entire foot without irritating your feet..
Avoid health problems due to diabetes with improved foot cleanliness. Also helps
stimulate blood flow.
Designed to drain and self-dry after use. No standing water which may develop mold or
mildew. Periodically clean with warm water and soap. The choice of materials makes the
sandal more durable and it can be cleaned in the dishwasher (max temp 100 C)

BKH-BRAB

Bra Buddy - Bra Fastening Aid

23927909287

The Buckingham Brabuddy takes the effort out of bra dressing completely because it not only
holds one end of the brain place, but it also brings the other end of the bra around the
bodyenabling the user to easily couple up the hools and eyes.
The bra buddy is suitable for ladies that have suffered a dense stroke or only have the use
of one functioning hand.
The Bra Buddy is one of a kind and will make dressing a much simpler task. There is no
longer a need to ask for help or buy adaptive bras.
It gives ladies the independence that they deserve.
See Bra Buddy YouTube Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YGOKuUNrYA

BKH-BRAGL

Bra Angel Fastening Aid

239279097750

The Bra-Angel assists women with mild-to-moderate upper limb restrictions or limited hand
dexterity due to arthritis to fasten their bra independently. It assists women who find it very
difficult to bring both ends of a bra together.
The bra-angel holds one end of your bra in the hook at the end of the adjustable arm
The bra-angel hangs around your neck and is held steady by placing your chin against the
heart-shape pad
With the bra-angel in-place and one end of the bra attached to the hook, you can easily
pull the other around your back and clasp the bra hooks
The bra-angel "gives you a hand" when you need extra help with personal dressing
problems!
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BKH-CEWIP01

Compact Folding Easywipe Toilet Aid

0239279097866

Foldable toilet aid assists when reaching is difficult and travels discretely with you. Smooth,
ergonomic & 15" long; holds toilet paper and releases without touching for sanitary disposal.
Folds into plastic case for easy, discrete travel. Latex-free.
Built-in mechanism grips toilet paper firmly.
Curved, 15 inch long design reaches and wipes where you can't.
No need to touch tissue after use; simply push the button and the tissue is released for
sanitary disposal.
Folds to half its size and comes with a hard plastic case.

BKH-CHAND

Cool Hand Hot Dish Holder

203392790492

Now heated plates can be carried safely direct from the microwave. Ideal for those with
arthritis and limited hand dexterity, the cool hand uses the power of leverage to lift plates so
that the entire hand takes the weight, not just the fingers.
Non-slip soft grip.
Easy to keep clean with no dirt traps.
One size fits most plates.
Light, strong and durable.

BKHEWIPE02

Easywipe Toilet Aid

239279097743

The easywipe is a 15 inch long toileting aid that reaches and clean when pain or mobility
limitations make cleaning difficult. The easywipe holds toilet paper in a flexible ergonomically
designed head which releases the tissue after use without touching.
Flexible head holds toilet tissue or pre-moistened wipes
Curved, 15 inch long design reaches and wipes where you can't
No need to touch tissue after use; simply push the button and the tissue is released
Simple-to-use and easy-to-clean
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BKH-FE30P

Windsor Foldeasy Toilet Safety Frame, MARK III

851889000052

Provides safe support for people who need help getting on and off the toilet. No need to
modify your bathroom or toilet; free-standing, portable, adjustable & foldable for storage or
travel. Ergonomically designed for ease of use and personal safety.
Folds for easy storage and portable for travel; take it wherever you need it. Easy to
remove for people who don't need it and re-installed for people who do. Height
adjustable from 27.75" to 34.75" from floor to top of arms. Weight capacity is 350 lbs.
Padded arm rests designed to aid the user to sit and stand with greater ease and
comfort. Suction cup style grooved rubber feet for greating gripping power in order to
avoid any unit movement.
No assembly; free-standing frame snaps into postion in seconds, ready to fit around your
toilet with back bar in front of water tank. The folding single piece footplate sits flush to
the floor so the weight of the user provides added security.
Foldeasy has a small footprint. Installed; the overall width is 23" and the overall front to
back dimension is 25" (back bar to front of foot plate). Height adjustable 27.75" to
34.75" (floor to top of arm). Folded; 23" x 5" x 28".

BKH-PEWIP

Buckingham Pocket Easywipe Toilet Aid

5060538660003

The most compact wiping device on the market, the Buckingham Pocket Easywipe is a bottom
wiping aid designed to assist anyone with limited mobility with personal cleansing after using
the toilet. Designed to be carried with you when you leave the house.
Folds down to just 16 cm (6 1/4") x 2.5 cm (1") x 3.5 cm (1 1/2"), allowing it to fit easily
into your pocket or handbag. The pocket easywipe comes with a carrying pouch that
neatly holds the item.
Designed to assist with wiping clean after using the toilet by extend your reach. Neatly
holds toilet paper.
Ergonomic handle and Latex free. This item is a neat, discreet personal hygiene aid that
you can take with you.

BSDHYGCLNRKI

Denture Hygenie Cleaning System - Starter Kit

040232122002

Everything you need keep your dentures clean. Starter Kit Includes: Ultrasonic Cleaner,
Whitening Tablets, Adhesive, Adhesive Remover and Denture Brush
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CBE11151

Bed Made EZ® Mattress Lifter

645660111514

Lift mattresses safely with a minimum of effort! Insert the Bed MadeEZ® under the mattress
and lift. The broad base stops tipping and the length assures lifting with minimum physical
effort. Once lifted, allows mattress to rest in raised position.
The Bed MadeEZ® mattress lifter is a safety tool that alleviates strain to the back, neck
and shoulders.
Ergonomic rubber handle allows multiple gripping positions and durable, smooth
polypropylene material for easy glide.
Height permits tucking of multiple sheets, blankets, and duvets.
I-Beam design withstands weights of +250lbs. Narrow nose can be used for tucking

CD-SB-001-GR

Sealabag, Household Bag Sealer - Green

5060067490065

Sealabag is a discreet and versatile bag sealing device. Capable of sealing all kinds of plastic
bags from everyday food bags to garbage and diaper bags. Use in the Kitchen, workshop or
Nursery. Ideal for small retail businesses, like bakeries.
Kitchen convenience; quick and easy sealing of any food or garbage bag. Maintain
freshness in food and reduce odor in garbage.
Reduced storage cost; Use plain plastic bags rather than more expensive resealable
bags. There is a $0.05 to $0.10 difference in cost, which will pay for the unit over the
course of 400 "seals" (one roll of tape).
Use in the workshop for sealing garbage or utiliy storage bags. Great for sealing pet
litter bags or pet "walking" bags to seal in the odor.
Nursery and Bathroom use sealing baby or adult diapers for easy, odor-free disposal.

CD-SB-002-RD

Sealabag, Household Bag Sealer - Red

5060067490072

Sealabag is a discreet and versatile bag sealing device. Capable of sealing all kinds of plastic
bags from everyday food bags to freezer and garbage bags. Mount it on a cabinet side or freestanding on your countertop; great for uses througout the house.
Kitchen convenience; quick and easy sealing of any food or garbage bag. Maintain
freshness in food and reduce odor in garbage.
Easier food preparation; open bags can be quickly re-sealed, left-over food products can
be easily sealed in plain plastic bags for storage.
Reduced storage cost; Use plain plastic bags rather than more expensive resealable
bags. There is a $0.05 to $0.10 difference in cost, which will pay for the unit over the
course of 400 "seals" (one roll of tape).
Reduced food cost; Buying food in bulk saves money. Using the Sealabag to repackage
the food into smaller meal packages is easy and convenient.
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CK024401

Easy King® Bed Doubler System

645660244014

Quickly and safely converts two beds into a comfortable king size bed. Everything that you
need, totally adjustable, features a 2" wide connecting belt that wraps around the mattress
sides, safely securing the two mattresses together.
Washable, lightweight and non-allergenic, the new Easy King fits all twin mattresses,
including twin XL.
Fast and Easy set up and removal. Gives instant room versatility. Folds easily for
compact storage.
Ideal for older buildings that can't accommodate a King Size bed due to narrow stairs or
elevators.
Those who wish to sleep independently, although side by side.

CT801-20R

Mobility Assist 20" Chair, Armless Metal Frame with Matchin

627843338468

Armless metal frame chair with Royal-EZ mobility assist provides caregivers with the ability to
easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Press the lever and engage wheels to move
the person a short distance; such as, into and away from a table.
The Royal-EZ engages front wheels by depressing a foot lever while standing behind the
chair. With the foot lever depressed, the chair is lifted on four wheels for easy movement.
The chair normally seats firmly on the floor when the wheels are not engaged.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use to move a person a short distance or
reposition them. Great for dining room, kitchen or living room.
Please note that the wheels do not lock in place. The wheels stay engaged only when the
lever is manually depressed.

CT841-20R

Mobility Assist 20" Chair, Armed Metal Frame with Matching

628055027010

Armed metal frame chair with Royal-EZ mobility assist provides caregivers with the ability to
easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Press the lever and engage wheels to move
the person a short distance; such as, into and away from a table.
The Royal-EZ engages front wheels by depressing a foot lever while standing behind the
chair. With the foot lever depressed, the chair is lifted on four wheels for easy movement.
The chair normally seats firmly on the floor when the wheels are not engaged.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use to move a person a short distance or
reposition them. Great for dining room, kitchen or living room.
Please note that the wheels do not lock in place. The wheels stay engaged only when the
lever is manually depressed.
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CT841-22BAR

Bariatric Mobility Assist 22" Metal Armchair with Matching V

628055027041

Stylish 22" bariatric metal armchair with mobility assist provides caregivers with the ability to
easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Just press the lever and engage wheels to
move a person. So easy even a child can do it!
This chair is on wheels for easy movement while standing behind the chair. Wheel locks
prevent unintended movement.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use; great for dining room, kitchen or living
room. For instance, moving a person into and away from a table.
Chair comes in Black with matching vinyl covered seat cushion. Seat cushion size: 20" x
17" x 3" deep.
Weight Capacity 600lbs.

CT841-22R

Mobility Assist 22" Chair, Armed Metal Frame with Matching

628055027034

Stylish armed 22" metal chair with the Royal-EZ mobility assist provides caregivers with the
ability to easily move an elderly or infirmed seated person. Just press the lever and engage
wheels to move a person. So easy even a child can do it!
The Royal-EZ engages front wheels by depressing a foot lever while standing behind the
chair. With the foot lever depressed, the chair is lifted on four wheels for easy movement.
The chair normally seats firmly on the floor when the wheels are not engaged.
An attractive, functional chair for in-home use; great for dining room, kitchen or living
room. For instance, moving a person into and away from a table.
Chair comes in Black with matching vinyl covered seat cushion. Seat cushion size: 20" x
17" x 3" deep.

CT841SWL-22R

Mobility Assist 22" Chair with Swivel Features, Root Beer Vin

Kitchen/Dining chair with swivel and Mobility Assist lever. Enables a person with reduced
mobility to be seated at the table, and provides easy maneuvering from the table. Ideal for inhome care.
The swivel feature locks the seat every 90 degrees, providing confidence to the user as he
is seated.
Hand-controlled seat lever. Antimicrobial vinyl seat/back for easy cleaning.
Rated for 300 lbs.
Dimensions: 22" x 24" x 36.5". Seat height 20". Arm height 27.5". Weight: 48 lbs.
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CTBFL-2-(1/1)

Wheelchair Accessible Table (2-person; single pedestal)

Wheelchair accessible tables are segmented tables that can be adjusted to accommodate both
wheelchair and standard chairs. Provides flexible, comfortable seating for wheelchair users
without the need for lap trays or transferring from the wheelchair.
Seats two people at 26"W x 22"D laminated pebbled grey table top. Height adjustment
26" to 36". Each table extends outward up to 6".
Rugged tubular frame construction (1.5" sq) with stabilizing glides and one transport
casters. Stress knobs for ease of table adjustment.
Length Fully Extended 60" (Collapsed 48"), Width 26", Minimum Height 26" (Maximum
36")
Leaf Dimensions width 24.5" (side to side), Length 26" (side to side)

CTBFL-4-(2/2)

Wheelchair Accessible Table (4-person; double pedestal)

Wheelchair accessible tables are segmented tables that can be adjusted to accommodate both
wheelchair and standard chairs. Provides flexible, comfortable seating for wheelchair users
without the need for lap trays or transferring from the wheelchair.
Seats four people at 26"W x 22D laminated pebbled grey table top. Height adjustment
26" to 36". Each table extends outward up to 6".
Rugged tubular frame construction (1.5" sq) with stabilizing glides and two transport
casters. Stress knobs for ease of table adjustment.
Overall Size: Length Fully Collapsed 48", Length Fully Extended 59.5", Width Fully
Collapsed 48", Width Fully Extended 60", Maximum Height 36", Minimum Height 26".
Leaf Dimensions Width side to side 23", Length side to side 24"
Ships in two boxes. Box 1 60 lbs and shipping dimensions are 48" x 28" x 5". Box 2: 30" x
25" x 9"; 61 lbs.
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CTBFL-4-(4/1)

Wheelchair Accessible Table (4-person; single pedestal)

Wheelchair accessible tables are segmented tables that can be adjusted to accommodate both
wheelchair and standard chairs. Provides flexible, comfortable seating for wheelchair users
without the need for lap trays or transferring from the wheelchair.
Seats four people at 26"W x 22D laminated pebbled grey table top. Height adjustment
26" to 36". Each table extends outward up to 6".
Rugged tubular frame construction (1.5" sq) with stabilizing glides and two transport
casters. Stress knobs for ease of table adjustment.
Overall size Length fully collapsed 48", Length fully extended 58', Width Fully
collapsed/extended 51.5", Maximum height 36", Minimum height 26". Leaf Dimensions,
Width side to side 25", Length side to side 23".
Ships in two boxes. Box 1 60 lbs and shipping dimensions are 48" x 28" x 5". Box 2: 30" x
25" x 9"; 61 lbs.

DEFACESET

Dermapeutics Hyaluronic Face set

Our Hyaluronic Lift Moisturizing Face Cream is made
from the highest quality ingredients and is enhanced with
Vitamin E and Green Tea extract to provide maximum
hydration support.
No Harsh Preservatives
Paraben-Free
Petrochemical-Free
Phthalate-Free

DEFASPRAY

Dermapeutics Hyaluronic Facial Mist Spray 8 oz

This nourishing elixir delivers immediate hydration and
prepares skin for maximum absorption of serums and
moisturizers. Infused with Hyaluronic acid and modern
botanicals, it not only hydrates the skin but also functions
No Harsh Preservatives
Petrochemical-Free
Paraben-Free
Phthalate-Free
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DEHYEYE

Dermapeutics Hyluronic Eye 0.5 oz

Our Hyaluronic Lift Moisturizing Face Cream is made
from the highest quality ingredients and is enhanced with
Vitamin E and Green Tea extract to provide maximum
hydration support.
No Harsh Preservatives
Phthalate-Free
Paraben-Free
Sulfate Free

DEHYFACE

Dermapeutics Hyluronic Face 1 oz

Our Hyaluronic Lift Moisturizing Face Cream is made
from the highest quality ingredients and is enhanced with
Vitamin E and Green Tea extract to provide maximum
hydration support.
No Harsh Preservatives
Paraben-Free
Sulfate-Free
Phthalate-Free

DMANNA

Dmanna UTI Treatment

Dmanna prevents over 85% of UTIs by harnessing the power of d-mannose. Safest, cheapest,
and most effective treatment for those looking to prevent future UTIs. Proven to decrease
antibioitic usage by preventing UTIs before they happen.
Dmanna is a UTI prevention tool for people experiencing frequent or recurrent urinary
track infections. It works by harnessing the natural power of d-mannose, a sugar that
acts against harmful UTI-causing bacteria.
35 packets, 1 month supply, mix with any drink
Significantly decreased bladder pain, burning and urinary urgency
Ingredience: D-mannose
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DRHYSHDACH

Dr. Hyson's Headache System

Relieve migraine and tension headaches fast. Treats all headache symptoms simultaneously
including pain, temporal inflammation, forehead muscle tension and light sensitivity. Contains
one mask and five packets of topical analgesic cream.
Works fast--relieve symptoms in minutes
Safe and easy to use
Made from botanically-derived active ingredients

ECT2014B

CaneTUBE® Cane Holder, Blue

701806834430

For people who need both a cane and a walker, this tool free, snap-on design provides a
convenient way to carry a cane while using a walker or rollator. Holds canes, umbrellas, and
some reachers. Attaches to any round tubing 3/4" to 1-1/8".
Made of lightweight durable ABS plastic, weighs just 6oz. Vinyl coated steel gripper clips
that won't scratch the walker and hold tight. VELCRO ® brand fastener strap also
included to securely bond the CaneTUBE® to your walker or rollator.
Portable, take it off one walker or rollator and quickly put it on another.
Overall tube is 14" long with a 2" diameter and is sized to fit.
Made in USA.

ECT2014K

CaneTUBE® Cane Holder, Black

640522159642

For people who need both a cane and a walker, this tool free, snap-on design provides a
convenient way to carry a cane while using a walker or rollator. Holds canes, umbrellas, and
some reachers. Attaches to any round tubing 3/4" to 1-1/8".
Made of lightweight durable ABS plastic, weighs just 6oz. Vinyl coated steel gripper clips
that won't scratch the walker and hold tight. VELCRO ® brand fastener strap also
included to securely bond the CaneTUBE® to your walker or rollator.
Portable, take it off one walker or rollator and quickly put it on another.
Overall tube is 14" long with a 2" diameter and is sized to fit.
Made in USA.
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ECT2014P

CaneTUBE® Cane Holder, Pink

701806834416

For people who need both a cane and a walker, this tool free, snap-on design provides a
convenient way to carry a cane while using a walker or rollator. Holds canes, umbrellas, and
some reachers. Attaches to any round tubing 3/4" to 1-1/8".
Made of lightweight durable ABS plastic, weighs just 6oz. Vinyl coated steel gripper clips
that won't scratch the walker and hold tight. VELCRO ® brand fastener strap also
included to securely bond the CaneTUBE® to your walker or rollator.
Portable, take it off one walker or rollator and quickly put it on another.
Overall tube is 14" long with a 2" diameter and is sized to fit.
Made in USA.

ECT2014R

CaneTUBE® Cane Holder, Red

701806834423

For people who need both a cane and a walker, this tool free, snap-on design provides a
convenient way to carry a cane while using a walker or rollator. Holds canes, umbrellas, and
some reachers. Attaches to any round tubing 3/4" to 1-1/8".
Made of lightweight durable ABS plastic, weighs just 6oz. Vinyl coated steel gripper clips
that won't scratch the walker and hold tight. VELCRO ® brand fastener strap also
included to securely bond the CaneTUBE® to your walker or rollator.
Portable, take it off one walker or rollator and quickly put it on another.
Overall tube is 14" long with a 2" diameter and is sized to fit.
Made in USA.

ENSTS500B

Anti-Tip Safe-T-Stool & Carry Basket, Blue

635893000730

Safe-T-Stool has an anti-tip design that makes it impossible to tip over and with two sets of
handles, it can be used as a stool and a basket. Great for home, work or garden; use it to safety
reach high objects or turn it over and carry anything.
Wide base, rubber grooved top surface and a rubber bottom rim to prevent slipping
makes this the safest stool on the market.
Great for Home or Work; reaching or exercising. This stool is versatile. 500 lbs. weight
capacity.
Second set of handles allow you to turn it over and use it as a basket to carry anything.
Made in the USA
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ENSTS500K

Anti-Tip Safe-T-Stool & Carry Basket, Black

635893000747

Safe-T-Stool has an anti-tip design that makes it impossible to tip over and with two sets of
handles, it can be used as a stool and a basket. Great for home, work or garden; use it to safety
reach high objects or turn it over and carry anything.
Wide base, rubber grooved top surface and a rubber bottom rim to prevent slipping
makes this the safest stool on the market.
Great for Home or Work; reaching or exercising. This stool is versatile. 500 lbs. weight
capacity.
Second set of handles allow you to turn it over and use it as a basket to carry anything.
Made in the USA

ENSTS500R

Anti-Tip Safe-T-Stool & Carry Basket, Red

635893000723

Safe-T-Stool has an anti-tip design that makes it impossible to tip over and with two sets of
handles, it can be used as a stool and a basket. Great for home, work or garden; use it to safety
reach high objects or turn it over and carry anything.
Wide base, rubber grooved top surface and a rubber bottom rim to prevent slipping
makes this the safest stool on the market.
Great for Home or Work; reaching or exercising. This stool is versatile. 500 lbs. weight
capacity.
Second set of handles allow you to turn it over and use it as a basket to carry anything.
Made in the USA

EPB10

Easy Push Bar Wheelchair Accessory

Easily attaches to any manual wheelchair and adjusts from 15.5" to 24" allowing you to
maneuver a wheelchair with just one hand freeing the other hand to carry bags, additional
devices, medicines or liquids or even use your cell phone.
Easily attaches or removes--no tools required.
Supports up to 250 lbs. Ergonomically correct--reduces fatigue, pain and the physical
stress associated with pushing a wheelchair.
Compact for storage or transport.
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EQL-TC10

Wheelchair Lap Tray and Storage Bag

902392790111

The Trabasack Curve is a wheelchair lap tray and storage bag. It is a storage bag with a firm,
flat vinyl tray on one side and a removable bean bag cushion on the other, which is designed
for comfort and safety; it molds to the contours of your lap.
Designed as a wheelchair lap tray with a zipper along the edges wo that it can open and
used as storage bag.
Comes with straps to attach to the sides of the chair and hang on the back of the chair
when not in use.
16" x 13" tray surface for holding all kinds of items.

EVOT

Otware Ergonomic Knife, Fork Spoon Kit

756285230044

Ergonomic Knife, fork & Spoon set; ceramic Red. Strong and effective for individuals desiring
more independent living. The Otware allows gripping in any imaginable position, giving the
user maximum hand flexibility.
Reliable source of utensil comfort and control for people needing assistance.
Good for people with arthritis, diabetes, carpal tunnel, MS, Parkinson and order medical
conditions.
Plastic; latex, phthalate and BPA free
Dishwasher safe - top rack. May be used repeatedly for food articles under US FDA
regulations.

HERPREVENT

Herprevent DocoShield Cold Sore Treatment

720825347585

DocoShield was designed to give cold sore sufferers a 10% Docosanol, regular-use balm that
would keep their lips moisturized and healthy at the lowest possible cost, while maintaining the
highest quality standard.
Contains 10% Docosanol
Formulated with moisturizing ingredients such as jojoba oil, to ensure your lips stay clear
and moisturized
Used regularly, this lip balm can prevent cold sore outbreaks
The first regular use lip balm with Docosanol, developed in the USA in 2011
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IDTC2016

Clip Right® Ergonomic Nail Clipper

661799350600

Avoid injury from slipped nail clippers. This ergonomic nail clipper is engineered for precision
and control, even for those with unsteady hands or arthritis. A press of your thumb on the
large handle operates the clippers.
The base is curved to rest securely across your fingers. Every movement is firm and
steady; no slippage. Easy to use in either hand.
Brushed and polished 420 stainless steel for rustproof, stay-sharp cutting edges.
Length is approximately 3.5"

IL-5892-Eco

EcoSpa Showerhead with Angle/Tilt Adjust Slide Bar

786696058920

Hand held showerhead with on/off switch on the showerhead that can be mounted on 24"
Shower Bar for height and angle adjustment. For added convenience, the slide bar can tilt from
wall so you can sit at the back and have the shower head within reach.
5-Function Hand-Held Showerhead.
Hand-Held Shower Bracket an be raised, lowered or angled along 24" shower bar.
Slider bar tilts, if desired, away from wall so that the showerhead can be convenient to
seated bather.
Hand-Held showerhead has pause switch for convenient reachable control

IL-5919-22

Hotel Spa Multi Shower Slide Bar

786696059194

Multi Showerhead with hand held that can be mounted on 22" Shower Bar for height and angle
adjustment. Three water zones and 5 water patterns create multiple water sensations. 3-way
water switch directs water to either or both showerheads.
Height/Angle Adjustable Multi-Shower with hand held showerhead. Hold free or mount
on 22" shower bar for maximum height adjustment.
Instant connect dual shower mount on any shower outlet
3-way water switch directs water to either or both showerheads.
5-function shower head: choose from 10 single and 15 combination flow pattern.
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IL-5937-HS5

HotelSpa Multi Showerhead w/Hand-Held

786696 059378

Combo stationary & hand-held Showerhead provides a relaxing shower with 3-way multishower flexibility, featuring 5 functions including rain, massage, mist, rain/massage and
rain/mist. Enjoy swivel showerhead, hand shower or both.
3-way multi shower head system. Use either or both showerheads
3 water zones and Five water functions on each showerhead.
60 inch stainless steel extra flexible hand-held shower hose
Installs in minutes without tools

IL-8818-RS

HotelSpa Rainfall Showerhead

786696088187

Enjoy luxurious Rainfall Shower with the HotelSpa Rainfall Showerhead. An 8" diameter
showerhead with 90 waterjets provides a pampered showering experience. Two adjustable
joints on a 12" extension arm allow a 24" range of showerhead height movement.
Drenching Rainfall Shower plus Convenience and Versatility.
Showerhead angle adjustment and a 24" height adjustment.
Installs in Minutes without tools.

ISA25830CAML

Isotoner Open-Finger Gloves-LG

022653928371

Designed with Certified Hand Therapists & evaluated with individuals who suffer from chronic
arthritis of the hands as well as post surgical patients experiencing hand swelling and other
hand related injuries. Also good for repetitive motion issues.
All seams designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb.
Open cuff for easy on, easy off
Open fingers for active hands.
Lightweight spandex provides even compression throughout the hand to control swelling
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ISA25830CAMM

Isotoner Open-Finger Gloves- Med

022653928364

Designed with Certified Hand Therapists & evaluated with individuals who suffer from chronic
arthritis of the hands as well as post surgical patients experiencing hand swelling and other
hand related injuries. Also good for repetitive motion issues.
All seams designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb.
Open cuff for easy on, easy off
Open fingers for active hands.
Lightweight spandex provides even compression throughout the hand to control swelling

ISA25830CAMS

Isotoner Open-Finger Gloves - Small

022653928357

Designed with Certified Hand Therapists & evaluated with individuals who suffer from chronic
arthritis of the hands as well as post surgical patients experiencing hand swelling and other
hand related injuries. Also good for repetitive motion issues.
All seams designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb.
Open cuff for easy on, easy off
All seams are designed away from pain sensitive areas like base of thumb. In addition,
the seams are on the outside of the glove at avoid any pressure points. This is a
therapeutic glove.
Lightweight spandex provides even compression throughout the hand to control swelling

KHMENSREL

Kebes Period Gel

358368000003

A patent pending formula of 18 powerful botanicals and minerals target the
spasmodic/pulsating pain in your uterus, ovaries, abdomen and back providing you with fast (12 min.), long lasting (4-6 hours) relief. One bottle provides up to a 6 month supply.
Guaranteed to work. Odorless, non-oily, won't stain.
Listed with the FDA as a pharmaceutical grade homeopathic medicine.
1 Ounce
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LL11D-2P

Luxury Living Bumps Be-Gone Extra Long (8-pack)

899064000114

Extra long adjustable hangers for hanging larger garments such as extra wide v-neck shirts and
plus size clothing. Allows you to hang such garments without getting those dreaded shoulder
bumps that normally happen from using wire or plastic hangers.
Extra long hangers specifically designed for tall men shirts, extra wide v-necks and plus
size clothing
Soft, round design prevents shoulder bumps
Air drying clothes saves time, money and energy
Allows air to circulate for faster drying time

LL12D-2P

Luxury Living Bumps Be-Gone Hangers (8-pack)

899064000121

Dump the Bumps! Enjoy the freedom of hanging shirts and sweaters without getting those
dreaded shoulder bumps that normally happen from using wire or plastic hangers. No more
ironing unsightly marks and redoing laundry.
Soft, round design prevents shoulder bumps
Adjustable arms can fit small to large shirts
Air drying clothes saves time, money and energy
Allows air to circulate for faster drying time

LL13D-2P

Luxury Living Bumps Be-Gone Hangers (20-pack)

899064000138

Dump the Bumps! Enjoy the freedom of hanging shirts and sweaters without getting those
dreaded shoulder bumps that normally happen from using wire or plastic hangers. No more
ironing unsightly marks and redoing laundry.
Soft, round design prevents shoulder bumps
Adjustable arms can fit small to large shirts
Air drying clothes saves time, money and energy
Allows air to circulate for faster drying time
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LL14D-2P

Luxury Living Bumps Be-Gone Hangers (12-pack)

899064000145

Dump the Bumps! Enjoy the freedom of hanging shirts and sweaters without getting those
dreaded shoulder bumps that normally happen from using wire or plastic hangers. No more
ironing unsightly marks and redoing laundry.
Soft, round design prevents shoulder bumps
Adjustable arms can fit small to large shirts
Air drying clothes saves time, money and energy
Allows air to circulate for faster drying time

LL15D

Luxury Living Park-a-Purse® Organizer

899064000152

Ten cubby cardboard organizer is designed to sit on closet shelf so it won’t take away from
valuable clothing space. Ten cubbies vary in size keeping small to large handbags clutter-free
and tangle-free.
Assembled 33"L x 12"W x 21"H cardboad organizer is designed to fit on standard closet
shelving or wire racks
Does not hang in closets and take away valuable clothing space.
Keeps handbags upright for simple viewing
Prevents purses from getting tangled, scratched or crushed.

LL5D-2P

Luxury Living Bumps Be-Gone® Slim 12-pack

899064000053

Bumps Be-Gone® Slim Hangers! The ultra thin diameter saves you closet space while providing
the benefits of hanging shirts and sweaters without getting those dreaded shoulder bumps that
normally happen from using wire or plastic hangers.
"Dump the Bumps" from shirts for good with no more ironing unsightly marks and
redoing laundry. Bumps Be-Gone® Slim hangers are waterproof and color-safe for your
most delicate and favorite clothing.
The bendable arms allow you to fit a variety or shirts sizes and the super durable design
even allows you to hang heavier coats and garments.
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LL80D

Luxury Living Park-a-Purse® Modular Organizer

899064000800

This unique 10 cubby organizer with T-Connectors has adjustable and removable panels to fit
small to large handbags, even totes and purses with tall handles. T-Connectors allow panels to
slide back and forth to adjust the openings to fit any size handbag.
Specifically designed to sit on standard closet shelving or wire racks so it won't take away
from valuable clothing space. The universal connectors allow you to custom design a
variety of layouts to fit your space and even build on top or extend the side
Adjustable & removable panels, ideal for placing on closet self, and keeps handbags
upright for easy viewing.
Heavy duty plastic construction, makes changing purses fast, easy and convenient.
Assembled size: 35"L x 13.5"W x 22.25"H.
Designed to attach to modular shoe organizer (not included)

LL82D

Luxury Living Modular Shoe Organizer

899064000824

This unique Modular shoe organizer has adjustable and removable panels to fit up to 22 pairs
of shoes. Panels can be moved up or down to adjust the openings to fit a variety of styles.
Designed to sit on standard closet shelving.
Assembled size: 36.5"L x 13.5"W x 22.25"H
The universal connectors allow you to custom design a variety of layouts to fit your
space; even build on top or extend the sides when you buy more than one.
Designed to attach to Park-a-Purse modular organizer (not included). This will allow
convenient storage of shoes and purses.

LL83D

Luxury Living Park-a-Purse® Tote & Clutch

899064000831

Park-a-Purse® Tote & Clutch is the ultimate solution for organizing those big handbags along
side your little guys. An ideal storage solution provides big and small cubbies to keep handbags
upright, allowing you to see your whole collection at one time.
Provides a scratch-free, clutter-free and tangle-free environment for your purses
Specifically designed to sit on standard closet shelving or wire racks so it won't take away
from valuable clothing space.
The universal connectors allow you to even build on top or extend the sides when you
collect more than one.
Assembled size - 34.25"L x 13.5"W x 27.5"H
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M4HARSLGEL

Me4Her - Female Arousal Gel

53447002034

Experience the best in female arousal products. ME Female Arousal Gel works instantly by
increasing blood flow to the clitoris, resulting in increased sensitivity, and sensation for added
pleasure. Does not contain irritants.
Increases sensitivity, coupled with a warming/cooling sensation for added pleasure.
Does not contain any irritants, L-Arginine, hormones, alcohol, or oils.
Works instantly withous the need for rubbing or reapplication.

MAANKLSUP

Soxies - Compression Ankle Support Socks

Engineered for Advanced Comfort and Support. Provides stabilization without adding bulk.
This sock utilizes compression for stabilization combined with padding around the entire ankle
area and throughout the arch. Ideal for Work and Leisure.
Reinforced Ankle Area: Stabilizes and cushions the entire foot area and cushions sensitive
ankles. Provides extra support without the bulk.
Targeted compression zones may help to relieve pain and discomfort from the symptoms
of varicose veins and plantar faciitis.
Air-Channel System: Highly effective technology regulates foot temperature,
continuously wiking away moisture and preventing it's build up
Comfort Band ensures a comfortable fit without binding.

MAGELSK

Soxies - Gel Insole Socks

More Than a Feeling - Socks with a built in gel insole. Do you have sore tired feet? These socks
help protect against excessive stress on your feet, and absorb shockwaves to your feet, joints
and back.
Built in thermoplastic gel insole conforms to the anatomical shape of your foot. Soxies
help to regenerate your feet and prevent permanent strain.
Great for people who spend a lot of time on their feet. Healthcare, Sales & Service
Professionals, Athletes, Busy parents. Ideal for leisure and sport, hiking and walking.
Intended for shoes that do not have pre-shaped or orthopedic insoles. Designated Right
and Left Foot.
Easy Care - Machine Wash and Dry. Colors: white, brown, anthracite and black
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NCQSDIABSOCK

Diabetic Comfort Socks - 3 pack crew

Ideal for Symptoms of Diabetes, Circulatory Problems, Sensitive Feet, Swelling of Feet, Excessive
Perspiation. 89% Cotton. Non-Binding Top. Antimicrobial Treatment. Smooth Toe Seam.
Made In the USA
Colors Available: Black, White, Khaki and Athletic Grey **Navy avail in Large and XL
only**
Sizes: Small: 6-8, Medium 9-11, Large 10-12, and Xlarge 13-15
89% Cotton. Smooth Toe Seam. Non-Binding Top. Antimicrobial Treatment
Made in the USA

PE-041

Knork Four Pack - Fork with Cutting Capability

898495000410

The KNORK is designed with honed sides that will cut food with gently rocking motion. The
KNORK is a combination of a knife and fork. Looks like a regular fork, but has unique combined
fork/knife capability. Pack of 4.
Especially designed to assist anyone with limited mobility.
Allows people to eat with one hand; cutting and picking up food with ease.
Regular looking fork with unique features.

PE-045

Knork in Travel Tube - Fork with Cutting Capability

898495000458

The KNORK is designed with honed sides that will cut food with gently rocking motion. The
KNORK is a combination of a knife and fork. Looks like a regular fork and comes with carrying
tube for travel.
Especially designed to assist anyone with limited mobility.
Allows people to eat with one hand; cutting and picking up food with ease.
Regular looking fork with unique features.
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R1023

Wheelchair Wheel Pouch

'081918510232

Large outer pouch carries reading materials, clothing articles and personal items. Inner pouch
secures cell phones, remotes and valuables in any of the three secure pouches.

Quilted, machine washable fabric attaches to most any wheelchair with secure hook and
loop fasteners.

R1067

Sure Suction Tub & Shower Bar, 12"

081918510676

Sure suction tub and shower assists. Allows the user to enter a wet and slippery tub or shower
safely and with confidence. Flip-up easy release tabs for easy installation and removal. 12"
long .

R1167

Sure Suction Tub & Shower Bar, 16"

'081918511673

Sure suction tub and shower assists. Allows the user to enter a wet and slippery tub or shower
safely and with confidence.

Flip-up easy release tabs for easy installation and removal; 16" long.
NOTE: Units designed as a balancing assist, not for body weight.
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R2021

Deluxe Folding Reacher

081918520217

Extend your reach nearly 3 feet! Lightweight/Durable Construction; super suction cups on
gripping fingers to hold items firmly. Folds in half for easy storage; trigger locking mechanism.

Extend your reach nearly 3 feet! Lightweight/Durable Construction; super suction cups
on gripping fingers to hold items firmly. Folds in half for easy storage; trigger locking
mechanism.

R2107

EZ-Grip Bed Rail Support

081918521078

Easy to use - in and out of bed. Slips between box spring and mattress. Adjusts from 34" to 45"
long - Height adjust from 31" to 37". Easy padded grip handle - 20" wide. Tool free assembly.
Powder-coated steel. Fits any size bed.
Easy to use - in and out of bed. Slips between box spring and mattress. Adjusts from 34"
to 45" long - Height adjust from 31" to 37". Easy padded grip handle - 20" wide. Tool
free assembly. Powder-coated steel. Fits any size bed.

R3046

Unisex Portalbe Urinal

'081918530469

Unbreakable polyurethane. Ideal for bedridden, handicapped and traveling. Screw-tight lid
and female spill-proof adapter. Holds 28 oz. - 10"long

Unbreakable polyurethane. Ideal for bedridden, handicapped and traveling. Screw-tight
lid and female spill-proof adapter. Holds 28 oz. - 10"long
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R3048

Adjustable Blanket Support

081918530483

Attractive lightweight aluminum, bronze finish. Support frame adjusts up to 23". Base inserts
between box spring and mattress.

Attractive lightweight aluminum, bronze finish. Support frame adjusts up to 23". Base
inserts between box spring and mattress.

R3063

Deluxe Knee Pillow

819185004228

The deluxe knee pillow restores natural body alignment by adding a space between your legs
when you are laying down and aligning your hips for a natural resting posture. This molded
contour design helps reduce stress on hips, knees and ankles.
Molded contour pilow is 10" x 8" x 5.5"
Comes with a removable, washable polyester cotton cover
Helps increase circulation in legs and feet.

R3998G

Wheelchair Cushion with Fleece Top

081918539981

Gel and foam construction provide perfect weight distribution for maximum comfort while you
sit. Idea positioner and skin protection. Two layers of foam with a layer of gel in the center.
Navy blue washable cover with fleece top.
Size 16" x 18" x 3.5" deep.
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R3998XL

Bariatric Gel Wheelchair Cushion with Fleece Top

381918539982

Gel and foam construction provide perfect weight distribution for maximum comfort while you
sit. Firm foam an gel support along with a sturdy fabric washable cover with a fleece top.

Cushion size is 16"x22"x3.5"
Ideal positioning and skin protection with two 1.5" foam layers (bottom firm top soft
layer) that sandwich a gel center layer.
Meets Cal#117 requirements
Madein the USA.

R4001

Sloping Coccyx Cushion

081918540017

Cushion slopes 2" to helps promote proper posture. Coccyx design removes pressure from
coccyx area. Removable, washable navy poly/cotton cover. Size: 16" x 18" x 3" to 1"

Design removes pressure from coccyx area
Slopes 2" to promote proper posture.
Removable washable navy polycotton cover
Size: 16" x 18" x 3"to 1"

R4005

Coccyx Seat Cushion

481918540053

Unique design helps relief pressure on Coccyx Bone. Removable, washable navy cover
polyester / cotton cover. 100% foam construction for total comfort. Size 18" x 16" x 3"

Unique design helps relief pressure on Coccyx Bone. Removable, washable navy cover
polyester / cotton cover. 100% foam construction for total comfort.
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R4005G

Coccyx Seat Cushion with Gelpad and Fleece Top

819185001333

Coccyx Gel Seat Cushion with 3" thick high density foam with gel pad in center and fleece top.
Cut-out relieves pressure on spine and reduces pressure on tail bone. Washable, navy cover
with fleece top. Cushion size 16" x 18" x 3".
large size cushion with 3" high density foam and gel center pad.
Cut-out relieves pressure on spine and tailbone with fleece top for added comfort.
Washable navy cover with fleece top
Cushion size 16" x 18" x 3"

R4005GB

Bariatric Coccyx Gel Seat Cushion with Fleece Top

081918540055

Cut-out relieves pressure on spine. 3" high density foam with gel pad in center. Reduces
pressure on tail bone and spine. Washable, navy cover with fleece top.

Cut out relieves pressure on spine
Washable, navy cover with fleece top
16"x20"x3.5"

R5003

Water Proof Bed Sheet

'081918550030

Total comfort and absorbancy. Super absorbent pad (34" x 36") with tuck-tails to hold pad in
place. Fits full size beds with 20" tails on each side. Machine wash and dry. Three layer pad
with polyester soaker and water proof bottom.
Total comfort and absorbancy. Super absorbent pad (34" x 36") with tuck-tails to hold
pad in place. Fits full size beds with 20" tails on each side. Machine wash and dry. Three
layer pad with polyester soaker and water proof bottom.
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RGRCOMPRASS

Compression Assist Hoisery Fitting & Donning Aide

Hypoallergenic topical skin lubricant, donning aide. Provides a protective film to enable users of
compression-wear garments such as support hosiery and arm support sleeves, to don and
remove them with ease.
Hypoallergenic, safe, silky, non-runny, non-greasy, topical skin lubricant. Will not clog
skin pores. Safe for all compression garment fabrics.
Provides a protective film that also reduces perspiration under the garment. Moisturizes
the skin directly in contact with the product.
Especially needed by diabetic, lymphedema, and phlebitis patients with swelling and
edema.
Allows for greater comfort during wear and garment removal.

RGRFIRSTRESPO

First Response Healing Cream 2 oz

Topical all-in-one infection wound treatment. Soothing, antiseptic cream kills bacteria and
prevents infection while promoting faster healing of wounds, ulcers, and open sores. Effective
on skin rashes, insect bites, burns and post surgery healing.
Kills germs and promotes faster healing. Reduces pain on contact. Soothes itching and
soreness. Calms inflamation and redness. Minimizes scarring.
Free of unnecessary chemicals, artificial scents, parabens, and potentially harmful
preservatives. All ingredients are FDA approved.
Nutrient rich minerals support the natural production of new collagen cells creating
dermal repair and reduced scarring.
All natural moisturizing base provides additional bnefits to dry damaged skin.

SOLEMENDER

The SOLEMENDER

86349000107

Instant Relief from foot pain. For those who suffer from plantar fasciitis, heel spurs, arthritis,
tendinitis, overworked and tired feet. All inclusive, easy to use, portable device works
simultaneously to cool and massage the sole and heel of your foot.
Facilitates heeling of the foot and helps to relieve pain. Utilizes a removeable and refreezable roller to simultaneously cool and massage the sole and heel.
Provides the ability to apply varying amounts of pressure as you massage.
Stays in place. No mess from melting ice.
Lightweight & portable. Bring it with you when you travel.
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SOXCOMSPT

Soxies - Compression Ankle Support Socks

Engineered for Advanced Comfort and Support. Provides stabilization without adding bulk.
This sock utilizes compression for stabilization combined with padding around the entire ankle
area and throughout the arch. Ideal for Work and Leisure.
Reinforced Ankle Area: Stabilizes and cushions the entire foot area and cushions sensitive
ankles. Provides extra support without the bulk.
Targeted compression zones may help to relieve pain and discomfort from the symptoms
of varicose veins and plantar faciitis.
Air-Channel System: Highly effective technology regulates foot temperature,
continuously wiking away moisture and preventing it's build up
Comfort Band ensures a comfortable fit without binding.

SOXGELINS

Soxies - Gel Insole Socks

More Than a Feeling - Socks with a built in gel insole. Do you have sore tired feet? These socks
help protect against excessive stress on your feet, and absorb shockwaves to your feet, joints
and back.
Built in thermoplastic gel insole conforms to the anatomical shape of your foot. Soxies
help to regenerate your feet and prevent permanent strain.
Great for people who spend a lot of time on their feet. Healthcare, Sales & Service
Professionals, Athletes, Busy parents. Ideal for leisure and sport, hiking and walking.
Intended for shoes that do not have pre-shaped or orthopedic insoles. Designated Right
and Left Foot.
Easy Care - Machine Wash and Dry. Colors: white, brown, anthracite and black

SOXHWCOMPR

Soxies - Sports Compression Socks

This Knee Length, Heavy weight compression sock offers a perfect fit without slipping. Helps to
prevent varicose veins, swelling and pain. Can actively reduce the risk of thrombosis.

Compression 8 - 15 mmhg for daily wear.
Sizes: Small, Med., Large, Xlarge
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SWZAPSUGBLK

Sweet Zap Sugar Blocker

Sweet Zap uses sugars own conditioning tactics to end its addictive hold over you. It achieves
this incredible feat by way of taste modulation.

Spray Sweet Zap on the tip of your tongue after meals or whenever craving sweets.
Sweet Zap works on both sugar and artificial sweeteners.
Try the sweet you are craving immediately. Sweet Zap's natural blend blocks your sweet
taste buds from tasting sugar temporarily for you to get over the urge.
Condition yourself away from sweets entirely.

TOEMEDIC

Toe Medic

867634000406

Use ToeMedic for easy care of toes and toenails with limited bending at the waist. From
standing, sitting or reclining, you can wash and dry between toes, apply medication to toes,
apply medication to toenails.
Comes with 15 washing and drying socks and a laundering bag.
Regain your independence

VAGIKOOL

VagiKool Feminine, Cold Gel Pack with Komfort-Fit Sleeves

865964000103

Cold pack specifically designed and contoured for the most sensitive area of a woman's body.
Your new best friend. Provides soothing relief of vaginal discomfort and promotes natural
healing by reducing inflamation. Elegant, personal, and private.
Provides soothing temporary relief of vaginal discomfort caused by: Pregnancy &
Childbirth, Yeast Infections, Herpes, Surgery, Sport Injuries, Menopause, Waxing &
Shaving
Provides Instant itch relief. Naturally reduces inflammation. Helps to reduce burning
sensations. Promotes well-being and natural healing.
Includes: (1) VagiKool gel pack and (10) Komfort-Fit Sleeves
Latex Free. Doctor Approved! One Size Fits All
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VLMEDM215

Med Manager MM215 Mini

Quickly and Easily Manage Your Medications. The perfect organizer to help manage your daily
medications, doctor's appointments, medical history and more! Medicaton Case with handle
and shoulder strap. Great for travel and everyday.
Keeps all of your important health information in one convenient location.
Perfect to help you manage your daily medications, doctor's appointments, medical
history and more!
Medical binder with handles and shoulder strap. Holds a variety of 10 standard pill bottles
Expandable Front Storage Pouch.

VLMEDM315

Med Manager MM315

Quickly and Easily Manage Your Medications. The perfect organizer to help manage your daily
medications, doctor's appointments, medical history and more! Medicaton Case with handle
and shoulder strap. Great for travel and everyday.
Keeps all of your important health information in one convenient location. Provides
Health Document Organization.
Perfect to help you manage your daily medications, doctor's appointments, medical
history and more!
Medical binder with handles and shoulder strap. Holds a variety of 15 standard pill bottles
Includes a weekly pill planner and note pad. 6-pocket 5 Tabbed Color File Manager.

WDSPIL

Spine-In-Line Back Support Cushion

051497053444

Feel the Benefits Everywhere! This patented pillow design is used to align your neck and spine.
Support and protect your lower back. Portable and convenient for use in the car, at work or
home, while traveling, or at the gym.
Portable and Lightweight. Can be used virtually anywhere. Durable and will maintain its
shape and functionality. Realign, Revitalize and Rejuvenate.
At the gym: Use as a yoga block, a stretching tool, and as a core strengthener.
At Home: May help to alleviate symptoms of snoring, migraines, and congestion.
In the Office or Car: Support and Protect your lower back and improve your posture.
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XWIDESOCKS

Extra Wide Comfort Fit Socks

These socks stretch up to 25" inches while retaining their shape! Made for People with Wider
Feet and Legs who are Tired of Squeezing into Tight Fitting and Uncomfortable Socks !

Wide in the Foot, Ankle and Leg. Designed specifically for Wide Feet
91% Cotton, 7% Nylon, 2% Spandex
Stays-Up!, Superior Stretch
Non-Binding, Comfortable
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